We investigate the additivity phenomenon in the dynamic capacity of a quantum channel for trading the resources of classical communication, quantum communication, and entanglement. Understanding such an additivity property is important if we want to optimally use a quantum channel for general communication purposes. However, in a lot of cases, the channel one will be using only has an additive single or double resource capacity, and it is largely unknown if this could lead to an superadditive double or triple resource capacity, respectively. For example, if a channel has an additive classical and quantum capacity, can the classical-quantum capacity be superadditive? In this work, we answer such questions affirmatively.
I. INTRODUCTION
In studying classical communication, Shannon developed powerful probabilistic tools that connect the theoretic throughput of a channel to an entropic quantity defined on a single use of the channel [1] . Shannon's noiseless channel coding theorem involves a random coding strategy to prove achievability and entropic inequalities that show optimality, i.e., the converse. This methodology has now become standard in proving finite or asymptotic optimal resource conversions in information theory. Quantum Shannon information starts by mimicking classical information theory: typical sets can be generalized to typical subspaces to prove achievability while various entropic inequalities, such as the quantum data processing inequality, can be used to prove the converse. However, the differences between quantum and classical Shannon information are also significant. On one hand, additional resources available in the quantum domain diversify the allowable capacities, resulting in trade-off regions for the resources that are consumed or generated [2] - [4] . The most common, and useful, quantum resource in communication settings is quantum entanglement. Unlike classical shared randomness, which does not increase a classical channel's capability to send more messages, preshared quantum entanglement will generally increase the throughput of a quantum channel for sending classical messages or quantum messages or both [2] , [5] - [9] . It thus makes sense to consider the trade-off capacity regions among these three useful resources: entanglement, classical communication, and quantum communication, and this was done in Ref. [4] . The result in Ref. [4] further shows that a coding strategy that exploits the channel coding of these three resources as a whole performs better than strategies that use each of these three resources individually.
On the other hand, even though single-lettered channel capacity formulas have been found in the classical regime for certain communication tasks, when considering related tasks in the quantum regime, the known formulas are generally no longer tractable and are instead regularized capacity formulas [10] - [14] . In other words, evaluation of these capacity quantities requires optimizing information formulas over an arbitrarily large number of uses of a given channel. This largely blocks our understanding of quantum communication capacities. An extreme example shows the existence of two quantum channels that cannot be used to send a quantum message reliably individually but will have a positive channel capacity when both are used simultaneously [15] . However, there are also several examples showing that when additional resources are used to assist, the corresponding assisted capacity will also become additive. The classical capacity over quantum channels is generally superadditive; however, when assisted by a sufficient amount of entanglement, the entanglementassisted capacity becomes additive [6] , [16] . The quantum capacity also exhibits similar properties. When assisted by either entanglement [2] , [3] or an unbounded symmetric side channel [17] , its assisted quantum capacity becomes additive.
This superadditive property of quantum channel capacities has accordingly attracted significant attention. Hastings [18] proved that the classical capacity over quantum channels is not additive, a result built upon earlier developments by Hayden-Winter [19] and Shor [20] . Recently, three of us showed a rather perplexing result [21] : when assisted by an insufficient amount of entanglement, a channel's classical capacity could be strictly superadditive regardless of whether the unassisted classical capacity is additive. Further, the additivity property of the entanglement-assisted classical capacity shows a form of phase transition. Even if the channel is additive when assisted by a sufficient amount of entanglement or no entanglement at all, it can still be strictly superadditive when assisted with an insufficient amount of entanglement. This phenomenon indicates that quantum channels behave fundamentally differently from classical channels, and our understanding of their behavior is still quite limited. This paper is inspired by, and aims to extend Ref. [21] . Will additivity of single or double resource capacities always lead to additivity of a general resource trade-off region? We will study superadditivity in a general framework that considers the three most common resources: entanglement, noiseless classical communication and quantum communication. Our results show that (i) additivity of single resource capacities of a quantum channel does not generally imply additivity of double resource capacities, except for the known result [2] that an additive quantum capacity yields an additive entanglementassisted quantum capacity region (see Table I ); and (ii) additive double resource capacities does not generally imply an additive triple resource capacity, except for the known case [8] that additive classical-entanglement and classical-quantum capacity regions yield an additive triple dynamic capacity (see Table II ). These results again demonstrate how complex a quantum channel can be, and further investigation is required.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces the various definitions, notations and previous results on the triple resource quantum Shannon theory. Section III summarizes the various superadditivity results that we establish in the paper. Section IV establishes the switch channel that we use for all our constructions, and expresses the triple resource trade-off formula of the switch channel in terms of those of the subchannels. Section V gives a detailed construction of all the possible superadditivity phenomena.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we give definitions of basic entropic quantities used in the paper. We also describe the dynamic capacity theorem. Special cases of this include the various single and double resource capacities. Finally, we define the elementary channels that will be used in our explicit constructions.
A bipartite quantum state ρ AB is a positive semi-definite operator on a Hilbert space H A ⊗ H B with trace one. We define the von Neumann entropy, coherent information and quantum mutual information of ρ AB , respectively, as follows:
For an ensemble {p(x), σ x AB } x ∈X , let
where {|x } forms a fixed orthonormal (computational) basis in a Hilbert space H X . We need the following informationtheoretic quantities as well:
where I(A BX) σ and I(A; B|X) in Eqs. (1) and (2) are the conditional coherent information and the conditional mutual information, respectively.
A quantum channel N is a completely positive and tracepreserving map. With it, we can transmit either classical or quantum information or both with possible entanglement assistance between the sender and the receiver [8] . More generally, the authors in Ref. [4] proved the following capacity theorem that involves a noisy quantum channel N and the three resources mentioned above; namely, classical communication (C), quantum communication (Q) and quantum entanglement (E).
Theorem 1 (CQE trade-off [4] ): The dynamic capacity region C CQE (N ) of a quantum channel N is equal to the following expression:
where the overbar indicates the closure of a set. The region C (1) CQE (N ) is equal to the union of the state-dependent regions C (1) CQE,σ (N ):
The state-dependent region C (1) CQE,σ (N ) is the set of all rates C, Q and E, such that
The above entropic quantities are with respect to a classicalquantum state (cq state) σ X AB , where
and the states φ x AA are pure. We say that the dynamic capacity of a channel N is additive if
The dynamic capacity region C CQE (N ) in Theorem 1 allows us to recover known capacity theorems by choosing certain (C, Q, E) in Eqs. (4)-(6) as follows:
• the classical capacity C C (N ) when choosing Q = E = 0
[10], [11] ;
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• the quantum capacity C Q (N ) when choosing C = E = 0 [12]- [14] ; • the classical and quantum capacity C CQ (N ) when choosing E = 0 (CQ trade-off) [22] ; • the entanglement assisted classical capacity C CE (N ) when choosing Q = 0 (CE trade-off) [7] , [16] ; • the entanglement assisted quantum capacity C QE (N ) when choosing C = 0 (QE trade-off) [2] , [3] ; Additivity of these special cases follows similarly from Eq. (8).
III. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
We summarize all of our results here. We will denote a single-resource capacity region by a single letter, e.g., C for C C (N ). We will also use short notation for double and tripleresource trade-off regions, e.g., CE for C CE (N ) and CQE for C CQE (N ). We will use the arrow notation, with "→" meaning additivity of the left-hand side capacity implies additivity of the right-hand side capacity, and " →" meaning additivity of the left-hand side capacity does not imply additivity of the right-hand side capacity. TABLE II: Summary of results for triple resources. "N" stands for "does not imply additivity", while "Y" means "implies additivity". "*": No explicit construction yet.
Imply the additivity of Additive capacities
CE CQ QE C N [21] N [23] N [23] Q N (SecV-C) N (SecV-C) Y [3] C,Q⇔ C,QE N (SecV-B) N (SecV-D) Y [3]
IV. FRAMEWORK
This section presents technical tools that we require for demonstration of superadditivity in trade-off capacities. We first recall the concept of switch channels.
Definition 2: A switch channel N MC→B between N 0 C→B and N 1 C→B with M being a 1-bit switch register is defined as
. In quantum information theory, switch channels were first used in Ref. [7] to demonstrate the existence of quantum channels such that the quantum capacity is nonzero, but for which pre-shared entanglement does not improve the classical capacity. Subsequently, they were used in Ref. [24] to show the superadditivity of private information, with an alternative definition. A more complicated version was used in Ref. [25] to demonstrate the uncomputability of quantum capacity. Recently, they were also used in Ref. [21] to show the superadditivity of the classical capacity with limited entanglement assistance.
One immediate difficulty is that, even if N 0 and N 1 are well-studied, the dynamic capacity region of N may not always have a simple expression in terms of those of N 0 and N 1 . This is due to the fact that the switch register M can be in a statistical mixture. However, if N 0 and N 1 are unitally extended channels, then the dynamic capacity region of N does have a simple expression.
Definition 3: Consider an arbitrary channel Ψ C→B . Append a register R to the input, with a set of orthonormal bases {| j } and |R| = |B| 2 . We define its unitally extended channel [20] , [26] 
where {X( j) : j ∈ {1, . . . , |R|}} are the Heisenberg-Weyl operators.
Lemma 4: Consider a switch channel N A →B between N 0 RC→B and N 1 RC→B , with input partition A = M RC and M being a switch register. Here N 0 RC→B and N 1 RC→B are unital extensions of Ψ 0 C→B and Ψ 1 C→B respectively. Then
where Conv denotes the convex hull of points from the two sets.
If the quantum dynamic capacity region for N 0 ⊗ Ψ is additive for any Ψ, then we also have
V. CONSTRUCTION
With the tools developed in Sec IV, we can now construct channels that satisfy the superadditivity properties stated in Sec III. All our constructions utilize the switch channel idea. We always assume that N is a switch channel of two unitally extended channels N 0 and N 1 . Further, we assume that (U) N 0 has an additive dynamic capacity region, when tensored with another arbitrary channel. In this setting, we can use Lemma 4 and its reduction to various single-resource and two-resource capacities.
A. Additive C, Superadditive CE
We require N 0 and N 1 to have the following properties: (A1) C C N 0 = C C N 1 . (A2) N 1 has a superadditive CE trade-off capacity region, i.e.,,
and C CE N 1 is strictly concave and superadditive at a boundary point of the trade-off region with entanglement consumptionP.
(A3) C CE N 0 C CE N 1 in the sense the CE trade-off capacity region of N 0 is strictly smaller than that of N 1 when entanglement consumption is atP. Note that these properties are weaker than the ones required in Ref. [21] .
These three properties (A1)-(A3), together with (U), will guarantee that (i) the classical capacity of N is additive; and (ii) the CE trade-off capacity region of N is superadditive at entanglement consumption rateP.
B. Additive C and Q, Superadditive CE
In Section V-A, we constructed a channel N with an additive classical capacity, but a superadditive CE trade-off capacity region. It's unclear if our construction N has an additive quantum capacity. To extend the argument, we need to make some modifications to the original construction.
In addition to properties (A1)-(A3), the channels N 0 and N 1 need to satisfy (B1) C Q N 0 ≥ C Q N 1 .
C. Additive Q, Superadditive CQ
We require N 0 and N 1 to have the following properties:
These properties (C1)-(C3) will allow us to show that (i) C Q (N ) = C (1) Q (N ); and (ii) C CQ (N ) C (1) CQ (N ) .
D. Additive C and Q, Superadditive CQ
We require N 0 and N 1 to satisfy the following properties: (D1) C C N 0 ≤ C C N 1 = C (1) C N 1 and C Q N 0 = C Q N 1 . (D2) N 1 has a superadditive CQ trade-off capacity region, meaning
C CQ N 1 is strictly concave and superadditive at a boundary point with classical communication rateC. (D3) C CQ N 0 C CQ N 1 in the sense the CQ trade-off capacity region of N 0 is strictly smaller than that of N 1 when classical communication rate is atC. With these properties, we can show that (i) C C (N ) = C (1) 
E. Additive CE, Superadditive Q and CQE
Here we construct a channel that has an additive CE tradeoff capacity region, but a superadditive quantum capacity, hence a superadditive quantum dynamic capacity region.
Let Ψ 0 be a classical channel and Ψ 1 be the depolarizing channel Ψ dpo p , where p is the probability of depolarizing. p is chosen such that Ψ dpo p has a superadditive quantum capacity. Also, we require
Now consider the switch channel N , consisting of N 0 and N 1 , which are unital extensions of Ψ 0 and Ψ 1 . It can be easily shown that its CE trade-off capacity region is additive.
Since C Q N 0 = 0, it is clear that the quantum capacity of N is the same as that of N 1 , which is superadditive.
Note that N is a unitally extended channel. This fact will be implicitly used in Section V-F.
F. Additive CE and Q, Superadditive CQE
Previously in Section V-D, we give an example of a channel with an additive classical and quantum capacity, but whose CQ trade-off curve is superadditive. It is unclear if the channel N 1 has an additive CE trade-off capacity region. Thus we need the additional requirement
G. Additive CQ, Superadditive CQE
Our construction in Section V-A has a superadditive CE trade-off capacity region. But most likely its CQ trade-off capacity region is also superadditive. This is because in Section V-A, N 0 is the unital extension of a classical channel, and its CQ trade-off capacity region is trivial. Hence the CQ trade-off capacity region of N is given by that of N 1 , which is most likely superadditive as well.
To achieve an additive CQ trade-off capacity region, we have to substitute N 0 with a channel that has a non-trivial CQ trade-off capacity region.
Recall that our construction in Section V-A requires N 0 and N 1 to have properties (A1)-(A3). 1) N 1 has a superadditive CE trade-off region, meaning
C CE N 1 is strictly concave and superadditive at a boundary point with entanglement consumption P.
2)
in the sense the CE trade-off region of N 0 is strictly smaller than that of N 1 when entanglement consumption is at P. N 0 and N 1 have the same classical capacity. 3) N 0 has an additive CE trade-off capacity region,meaning
These three properties ensure that N will have a superadditive CE trade-off capacity region, while its classical capacity is still additive.
In extending to a channel with an additive CQ trade-off capacity region, the additional properties we need are (G1) C CQ N 0 ⊇ C CQ N 1 .
VI. CONCLUSION
Unlike previous studies on additivity of single resource channel capacity, our work aimed to understand how additivity of single or double resource capacity regions will effect additivity of a general resource trade-off capacity. In contrast to the two known results in the literature; namely, (i) additivity of the quantum capacity implies additivity of the entanglement-assisted quantum capacity region and (ii) additivity of classical-quantum and classical-entanglement capacity regions implies additivity of the three resource capacity region, the additivity of all the remaining situations does not hold. In this work, we identified all possible occurrences where superadditivity could occur in the trade-off quantum dynamic capacity. Furthermore, we provided an explicit construction of quantum channels for most instances. Our main technical tool combines properties of switch channels and unital extension of known quantum channels.
An obvious open question is an explicit construction of a quantum channel whose classical-quantum capacity region is additive, but its triple trade-off capacity is superadditive. Moreover, there are other triple resource trade-off capacity regions [4] , [27] . Could similar statements made in this work hold in these scenarios as well?
